Fahrenheit 451 part 2 questions and answers
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Thank you for your participation! In order to continue to use our website, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Who's Yober? He is a retired professor of English Montag met in the park. Why did Montag go to Faber's? He wanted help
understanding books. What three elements, he felt, were absent in life? 1. quality and texture of information2. free time to think3. the right to act on the basis of the other two What plan did Montag and Faber develop? They were going to plant books in firefighters' homes and turn on the
alarm on firefighters. What was Montag willing to do to convince Faber to implement his plan? Montag will destroy page after page until Faber helps him. What did Faber develop that allowed him to be in constant contact with Montagram? He developed a green bullet that could be placed in
Montag's ear to communicate with him. Why did Faber decide to go to St. Louis? He wanted the help of an unemployed printer to start making copies of books. Why did Montag burn a book of poems in an incinerator in his home? He mistakenly showed Friends Mildred a book, so he burned
it to make them think he was playing a joke on them. Where did Montag hide his books after the ladies left? He hid the books in the backyard behind the bushes. What was the purpose of the alarm on the night Montag returned to work in the fire department? Montague House What is the
most damned snake that Montag describes? Stomach pumping machine If Beatty finds out what Montag is hiding, what Is Mildred afraid of losing? Her home and family. Who is the Mildred family? People in the walls of the salon What, according to Montag, the country has won twice since
2022? two Atomic Wars What book has Montag, which may be the last instance in the world? Bible While riding the subway, what memory from his childhood makes Montag remember? A day at the beach with his cousin How does Faber talk to Montagram at the fire station? through a
green bullet in Montag's ear thinks most people are happy. True or false title of section 2 sieve and sand. If sand represents written words in books, what is a sieve? Montag's inability to understand what he reads, which character sees himself as a coward? Faber What is the White Clown?
Does The television program hide the Bible when he takes the train to see Faber? no committing suicide and harming people is commonplace in this society. True or true What book may be the last copy that Montag has at his disposal? The Montag Bible tells Faber that no one else listens.
(he) can't talk to the walls because they're yelling at him. What does he want Faber to do for him? Teach him to understand what he's reading. Children in this society are ignored by their parents. Truth or lies. Really What is a sieve? a strainer with holes in it Who says: I trot right strait home
. . . I am come to the madhouse firefighter again in my life. Montag believes that most people are happy. True or false Mrs. Bowles What poem montagus repeatedly read to Millie and her friends? Dover Beach Fahrenheit 451 Flash Card Flashcards fahrenheit 451 part 2 discussion
questions and answers. fahrenheit 451 part 2 comprehension questions and answers. fahrenheit 451 study guide questions and answers part 2 the sieve and the sand. fahrenheit 451 questions and answers part 2 quizlet
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